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 No matter where they go?from the basketball court to the playground swings to a nearby
pool?the two friends enjoy spending time with each various other.A wonderful autism story
bookA nice story about two friends and how they help each otherMatt’s autism doesn’t keep
him from having a great time! Even when he struggles in interpersonal situations, his friend is
there to help him out. The two boys love playing sports watching films, reading books, and
discussing animals.David Harrington’s shiny illustrations delightfully compliment Celeste
Shally’s lovely and touching tale of friendship.Perfect for fans of MY BUDDY Charlie, All My
Stripes, and I See Things Differently: A First Look at Autism   By working together, a best
friend’s understanding and compassion transformation Matt’s frustration into enjoyment. This
book may be the perfect information for parents and kids to better understand people who have
autism spectrum disorders.
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great book, but i did some editing... Got this for my three yr old and we both love it. it's about a
boy who's autistic and how his friend adapts for some of the quirks autistic kids sometimes
exhibit. It's very sweet and has sparked plenty of conversation about being truly a good friend,
and about everyone understanding how to do things at their very own pace. My child can be on
the spectrum which book helped my additional son understand it. because they're in
kindergarten i didn't want the word "AUTISM" to turn into something demeaning, (therefore,
although it is well written and I like the idea behind it), I got the liberty of applying some low-tack
tape to cover some words and lines that I thought might give children suggestions on how to
single out, make fun of or choose to marginalize my child or other children who just didn't suit
the normal child frame. not really taking anything from the writer, but I think it worked out well. I
would still recommend this publication and leave it up to parents to choose how they would like
to present it. I've actually seen him make use of what he's learned from the tale in his
interactions at daycare. I purchased this book to contribute to my son's course and it had been
perfect. This book is an excellent introduction to neurotypical kids in what autism may appear to
be in a peer, and overall it's quite positive from the idea of view of Matt's neurotypical friend. this
for my three year old and we both love it. I do think it paints ASD in a more "normal" light than
many books out there, and targets inclusion.. I'm simply crossing my fingertips to find a book
out there with this same idea but from the idea of view of the child with autism! Five Stars A
great reserve that explains to younger children Autism and how they can be friends. I am not a
fan of all books about autism on the market these days but my librarian mom suggested I get
this book. I acquired two. One for the school library and one for house to lend to the families of
school friends. Great book to instruct kids! I believe it’s positive and useful and a great tool for
both my children to learn how exactly to be option oriented when a friend does something they
don’t understand or they find annoying.. I highly recommend this book! Best I've found yet I
have been looking for a good book to explain Autism. I like this book since it explains it in a very
relatable way. I especially like how it shows how we can be friends to all. It is not perfect, but it
was the best I've found for our situation. The kids seem to enjoy reading it also.Although that is
written from the perspective of a friend and that friends name is never identified, the other
character with autism is. It's a very simple and sweet method to support positive sociable
interactions and associations between typical developing children and kids with Autism. I
bought it so that my son's instructor could examine it to his kindergarten class. ... to contribute
to my son's course and it had been perfect. A great reserve for classmates to learn and . In the
story, the friend gives examples of factors that Matt (the kid with ASD) struggles with and
follows up with how the narrator assists him continue on with the activity.. Can open the
dialogue in the classroom I'm a speech language pathologist and wanting to browse some
books to my students for Autism Acceptance/Awareness Month. A great publication for
classmates to read and get yourself a better knowledge of their autistic peer. Finally a confident,
solution oriented book regarding autism! . It generates understanding, and tools for kids to use
to think from the container!. I'd say this book is more focused on consciousness than
acceptance. It is rather sweet and offers sparked a ... I really like this publication. and how it's
okay. A good start! Information Beautiful Great book explains ASD Highly recommend this
book! Possible for kids to follow and understand Highly recommend I read this to students in
kindergarten completely to 5th grade. It really helped students relate plus they loved the reserve
as well. It proved helpful well for us as the little boy in the story seems to be pretty high working
and it related well to our situation. Simple and effective This book is awesome. This book is
actually good teaching kids about autism.
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